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A methods for preparing an authenticable and Verifiable 
image of a Software module by adding to the received 
Software module image a size and location block, an authen 
tication block including a cryptographically protected mod 
ule-Specific public key and a clear-text version of the mod 
ule-Specific public key, and a verification block that includes 
a digital Signature prepared from the module image. In one 
particular embodiment of the present invention, a next 
firmware-module that is to be accessed during a Secure boot 
process is created to include a module-Specific public key, a 
hashed and encrypted version of the module-Specific public 
key, and a digital signature of the firmware-module image 
prepared using a module-specific private key. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DISTRIBUTED KEY 
MANAGEMENT IN A SECURE BOOT 

ENVIRONMENT 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to secure computer 
Systems. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention is related to computer-sys 
tem Security, in particular, to the process by which a Secure 
computing platform is bootstrapped during initialization or 
restart of a Secure computing platform, including Secure 
firmware and optionally including a Secure kernel. The 
techniques of the present invention are, however, potentially 
applicable to many other Secure-computing problems. 
0.003 FIGS. 1A-C illustrate a secure-computing-platform 
booting problem described below as an example of the 
application of one embodiment of the present invention. 
FIG. 1A shows a number of components of a computer 
System, including: (1) a processor 102; (2) a read-only 
memory (“ROM”) 104, soldered into the system for security 
reasons, discussed below, that Stores the first instructions/ 
routine 106 executed by the processor following a hard reset 
or boot; (3) two flash memories 108 and 110 that contain a 
number of firmware modules 112-117 that are run during 
System bootstrap, and Some of which that are Subsequently 
called as library routines through various interfaces by an 
operating system; (4) a system bus 120; (5) a bus bridge 122 
interconnecting the System bus 120 with a peripherals bus 
124; (6) an I/O controller 126 that controls a mass-storage 
device 128, such as a disk drive; and a system memory 130. 
As shown in FIG. 1A by arrow 132, following a hard reset 
or power on, the processor 102 is hardwired to fetch initial 
instructions, or, equivalently, an initial routine or Set of 
routines 106, from the ROM memory 104. Because a secure 
System is to be bootstrapped, the initial routine or Set of 
routines needs to be verifiably Secure. Thus, the computer 
System manufacturer creates the initial routine or routines 
and verifies their security, and places them on a true ROM 
that cannot be overwritten and can only be replaced by 
physically removing the ROM from the computer system. 
Once the initial routine or routines are executed, the com 
puter System proceeds to Successively access and execute 
firmware modules 112-115 incorporated into one of the flash 
memories 108, as shown in FIG. 1B. Then, as shown in 
FIG. 1C, additional firmware modules 116 and 117 in 
another flash memory 110 are accessed and executed. Even 
tually, one or intermediate phases are reached, after which an 
operating System kernel can be loaded from the mass 
Storage device 128 into memory and the operating System 
can be Securely booted to produce a fully functional, Secure 
computer System. 

0004. The bootstrap discussed above with reference to 
FIGS. 1A-C begins securely, with routines extracted from a 
true ROM memory, but when the first firmware module in 
flash memory is accessed, Security mechanisms must be in 
place to validate the security of the firmware module. Flash 
memories may be rewritten, and can thus be maliciously 
altered after the computer System has been Shipped from the 
manufacturer. While the ROM can be depended on to be 
Secure, the first routines executed from the ROM must 
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validate the first firmware module accessed, and each firm 
ware module Successively accessed must be verified. This 
Verification cannot depend on retrieving information from 
outside of the computer System, and may not even be able 
to access information Stored on maSS-Storage devices or on 
other peripheral devices. 
0005 Various techniques have been developed for facili 
tating a Secure boot process, a portion of one example of 
which is illustrated in FIGS. 1A-C. There are various 
integrated circuits devoted Specifically to Security purposes, 
such as the Trusted Computing Platform Alliance (“TCPA”) 
trusted platform module (“TPM”). Certain modern computer 
architectures provide Simple machine checking of a portion 
of an initial firmware image. In addition, various rather 
elegant cryptography-based methodologies have been pro 
posed for general authentication and validation of Software 
executables. However, each of these types of techniques and 
methodologies for addressing the Secure-boot problem have 
attendant disadvantages and deficiencies. The TCPA TPM 
chip may require expensive engineering to be incorporated 
into a Secure computing environment. The simple machine 
checking cannot be performed to validate and authenticate 
third-party firmware images loaded during a Secure boot. 
Many of the elegant cryptography Solutions require Storage 
of cryptographic keys in ways that create Vulnerabilities at 
the hardware level. For these reasons, designers, manufac 
turers and users of computing Systems have recognized the 
need for a relatively inexpensive, Secure, and reliable 
method for authenticating and validating firmware modules 
during Sequential loading up and building of a Secure kernel 
or monitor via a Secure bootstrap process. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006 Various embodiments of the present invention pro 
vide methods for preparing authenticable and Verifiable 
images of a Software modules by adding to received Soft 
ware module images a size and location block, an authen 
tication block including a cryptographically protected mod 
ule-Specific public key and a clear-text version of the 
module-Specific public key, and a verification block that 
includes a digital Signature prepared from the module image. 
In one particular embodiment of the present invention, a 
next firmware-module that is to be accessed during a Secure 
boot process is created to include a module-Specific public 
key, a hashed and encrypted version of the module-Specific 
public key, and a digital Signature of the firmware-module 
image prepared using a module-Specific private key. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007 FIGS. 1A-C illustrate a secure-computing-platform 
booting problem described below as an example of the 
application of one embodiment of the present invention. 
0008 FIG. 2 illustrates a basic principle underlying 
cryptographic methodologies. 

0009 FIG.3 illustrates preparation of a firmware module 
compatible with the loading techniques of one embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0010 FIGS. 4-7 illustrate the firmware-module-image 
authentication and Verification proceSS used by a calling 
module to authenticate and verify a firmware module pre 
pared as described with reference to FIG. 3. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0011. In one particular embodiment of the present inven 
tion, a next firmware-module that is to be accessed during a 
Secure boot proceSS is created to include a module-Specific 
public key, a hashed and encrypted version of the module 
Specific public key, and a digital Signature of the firmware 
module image prepared using a module-Specific private key. 
A calling firmware module that directs loading of the next 
firmware module, according to one embodiment of the 
present invention, employs a calling-module-Specific public 
key to decrypt the hashed and encrypted module-Specific 
public key included in the next firmware module and com 
pare the resulting decrypted, hashed module-Specific public 
key to a hashed, clear-text module-Specific public key 
included in the next firmware module. If the decrypted, 
hashed module-Specific public key is equal to a hashed, 
clear-text module-Specific public key, then, as a Second Step, 
the calling firmware module hashes the next-firmware 
module image and compares the hashed next-firmware 
module image with a hashed next-firmware-module image 
extracted from the digital Signature included within the next 
firmware-module image using the module-Specific public 
key. If the two hashed firmware-module images match, then 
the calling firmware module is guaranteed that the next 
firmware-module is authentic, or, in other words, was pro 
duced by the party assumed to have produced the next 
firmware-module by the calling firmware module, and that 
the next firmware-module is verified, or, in other words, the 
next firmware-module has not been modified or corrupted 
Since it was produced. 
0012 One embodiment of the present invention relates to 
a Secure bootstrap process that is initiated upon power up or 
reset of a Secure computer System and that leads to Sequen 
tial acceSS and execution of various firmware modules, and 
perhaps Software modules, leading to an intermediate, 
Secure State in the Secure bootstrap proceSS from which an 
operating System can be launched to produce a fully func 
tional and running Secure computing platform. Were all the 
firmware modules produced by the hardware vendor, and 
were all the firmware modules able to be stored in read-only 
memory within the computer hardware, the techniques of 
the present invention would be of leSS importance. However, 
modern Secure computing Systems are complex combina 
tions of hardware platforms, firmware, and Software Secure 
kernels and operating Systems that are not produced by a 
Single vendor. Therefore, a flexible, but Secure, technique for 
authenticating and Verifying modules during Sequential 
bootstrapping of a Secure computing environment are of 
great importance in the design, manufacture, and use of 
Secure computing Systems. 

0013 The present invention relies on a combination of 
Several well-known cryptographic methodologies, a Sum 
mary of which is provided in a following subsection. Fol 
lowing the presentation of these well-known cryptographic 
methodologies, the present invention is described with ref 
erence to a number of block-diagram-like and control-flow 
like diagrams. 

Cryptography 

0.014. The present invention employs cryptographic 
methodologies in order to Secure communications between 
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an administrative console, or host, and remote agents. In this 
SubSection, the basic cryptographic methods employed are 
described in general terms. FIG. 2 illustrates a basic prin 
ciple underlying cryptographic methodologies. Cryptogra 
phy is designed to transform plain text information into 
encoded information that cannot be easily decoded by 
unauthorized entities. For example, FIG. 2 shows a plain 
text message 202 that includes an English-language Sen 
tence. This plain text message can be encrypted by any of 
various encryption functions E 1904 into a corresponding 
cipher text message 206 that is not readily interpretable. An 
authorized user is provided with a decryption function D 208 
that allows the authorized user to decrypt the cipher text 
message 206 back to the plain text message 1902. 
0015 The basic cryptographic methods can be described 
using the following definitions: 

A = alphabet for messages = {am Glm Gms . . . am: 

A = alphabet for cipher-text = {ac, ac, a ... ac} 
M = message - space = Strings of a 

C = cipher- text space = strings of a 

K = key space = {e1, e2 ... e., where E (m) - C 

= {di, d, ... d,} where Da (d) - m 

0016 Plain text messages are instances of messages 
contained within the message Space M and cipher text 
messages are instances of the cipher text messages contained 
within cipher test Space C. A plain text message comprises 
a String of one or more characters Selected from a message 
alphabet A, while a cipher-text message comprises a String 
of one or more characters Selected from the cipher-text 
alphabet A. Each encryption function E employs a key e 
and each decryption function D employs a key d, where the 
keys e and d are Selected from a key Space K. In a 
Symmetric-key encryption System, the keys e and d are 
identical, and the Secret distribution and maintenance of the 
Symmetric keys in Secret provide Security. In an asymmetric 
key encryption System, the keys e and d are different. The 
following discussion relates to asymmetric encryption Sys 
temS. 

0017. A key pair is defined as follows: 
key pair=(e, d) 

0018 where eeK, deK, D(E(m))=E (m), and meM 
0019. One key of the key pair, e, is used during encryp 
tion to encrypt a message to cipher text via an encryption 
function E, and the other key of the key pair, d, can be used 
to regenerate the plain text message from the cipher-text 
message via a decryption function D. In Symmetric. 
0020 Public-key cryptographic methods are encryption/ 
decryption techniques employing key pairs (e.d) having the 
property that, for all key pairs (e.,d), no function f(e)=d can 
be easily determined. Thus, the encryption key e of a 
public-key pair (e.d) can be freely distributed, because the 
corresponding decryption key d of the public-key pair 
cannot be determined from the encryption key e. A well 
known example of public-key encryption is the RSA encryp 
tion Scheme. The RSA Scheme employs integer division of 
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large numbers, generated from plain text and cipher-text 
messages, by large integers in that represent the product of 
two prime numbers p and q as follows: 

E(n)=n mod in 
D(c)=c' mod in 

0021 ed mod(p-1)(q-1)=1 
0022 n=pg 
0023 Thus, a plain text message is encrypted by consid 
ering all of the numeric representations of the characters of 
the message to be a large number, computing the result of 
raising the large number to a power equal to the encryption 
key e, dividing that result by n, and using the remainder of 
the division as the encrypted message. Decryption employs 
the same process, raising the cipher-text message to a power 
equal to the decryption key d, then regenerating the plain 
text message by considering the remainder, followed by 
division by n, as a String of numerically represented char 
acterS. 

0024. A digital signature is a value generated from a 
message that can be used to authenticate the message. The 
digital Signature Space S contains all possible digital Signa 
tures for a particular digital Signature algorithm applied to 
messages Selected from message Space M. Generation of a 
digital signature involves a Secretly held digital Signature 
generation function SA applied to a message: 

0.025 The digital signature S is sent, along with the 
message m from which the digital signature is generated, to 
a recipient. The recipient employs a public verification 
function VA to determine whether the digital Signature 
authenticates the message or, in other words, whether the 
message was composed by the Signer, and has not been 
modified in the interim. Thus, VA can be expressed, as 
follows: 

V(m, s)->{true, false 
0.026 where the result true indicates that the message m 
was composed by the signer who provided the digital 
Signature S. 
0027. A digital-signature System can be generated from a 
reversible public-key encryption System, defined as follows: 

for all m, D(E(n))=E (D(n)) 
0028 where the message space, M=the cipher space, 
C=the digital Signature Space, S. The digital-Signature-gen 
erating function SA can be selected as: 

Sa-D 

0029) so that: 

0030 The verification function VA can then be selected 
S. 

true, if E(S) = n 
false 

0.031 Thus, the techniques of the public key encryption 
technique can be used to generate digital signatures that can, 
in turn, be used by a digitally signed message recipient, to 
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Verify that a message was Sent by the party Supplying the 
digital signature. While it is generally feasible to digitally 
Sign entire, short email messages, it is rather inefficient to 
digitally sign large amounts of data, Such as an executable 
image. A more efficient way to digitally sign a large amount 
of data, Such as an executable image, is to first digitally hash 
the large amount of data to a hash value, and then digitally 
Sign the hash value. An efficient hashing function is required 
that produces a relatively Small hash value from a large 
amount of data in a way that generates large distances in 
hash-value Space between hash values generated from data 
inputs relatively close together in data-input Space. In other 
words, Small changes to input data should widely disperse 
generated hash values in hash-value Space, So that the hash 
function cannot be deduced Systematically. One example of 
a hash function widely used for this purpose is the Secure 
Hash Algorithm (“SHA-1') specified by the Secure Hash 
Standard, available at the web site specified by the URL: 
http://www.itlinist.gov/fipspubs/fip 180-1.htm. The SHA-1 
secure hash algorithm generates a 160-bit hash value, called 
a message digest, from a data file of any length less than 2 
bits in length. The SHA-1 algorithm is a secure hash because 
it is computationally infeasible to find a message which 
corresponds to a given message digest, or to find two 
different messages which produce the Same message digest. 

Secure-Boot Embodiment of the Present Invention 

0032. One embodiment of the present invention provides 
a method by which a calling firmware module or combina 
tion of firmware modules can authenticate and Verify a next 
firmware module that needs to accessed, possibly executed, 
and incorporated into the processing environment of a 
Secure computing System. FIG. 3 illustrates preparation of a 
firmware-module image compatible with the authentication 
and verification techniques of one embodiment of the 
present invention. FIG. 3 includes both block diagrams and 
flow-control-like annotations. 

0033. The process of constructing the authenticable and 
Verifiable firmware-module image begins with a firmware 
image 301 that includes an imageSize, location, and globally 
unique identifier (“GUID") header (“ISLGUID”) 302 that 
Serves to describe the size and location of the firmware 
image within a flash memory or other non-volatile memory 
and to identify, via the GUID, the class of machines for 
which the firmware module has been created. By accessing 
the ISLGUID header, a calling module accessing firmware 
module can determine where to find additional information 
in order to authenticate and Verify the firmware module. 
Note that the ISLGUID block does not necessarily need to 
be a header, as shown in FIG. 3, but may be incorporated 
into the firmware-module image at any Specific, commonly 
known location to allow acceSS by a calling module. 
0034. In a next step in the preparation of the authenti 
cable and Verifiable firmware-module image, a Secure hash 
function, Such as the SHA-1 secure hash function described 
above, is used to hash a public encryption key (“PK2)303 
asSociated with the firmware module to produce a hashed 
public key, or message digest, 304 corresponding to the 
public key “PK2.” Next, the firmware-module developer 
provides the hashed public key “PK2” to the vendor of the 
calling firmware module, who uses a private key 
“PK1,305 to encrypt the hashed PK2. 304 to produce an 
encrypted, hashed, module-specific public key “PK2306 
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that the calling-firmware-module Vendor returns to the firm 
ware-module developer. The hashed, encrypted public key 
“PK2*306 is placed, along with the clear-text version of 
public key “PK2” into an authentication header 308 that is 
prepended to the firmware-module image 301. The private 
key “PK1" is a secret key used by the vender or manufac 
turer of the calling firmware module. In general, the private 
key “PK1, will be kept secure by the calling module’s 
manufacturer, never disclosing the private key “PK1 to 
any third party. Because the encryption key “PK2 is a 
public encryption key associated with the firmware-module 
image, the public encryption key “PK2’ can be freely 
furnished by the vendor of the firmware-module image to 
third parties. 
0035) Next, the agreed-upon secure hash algorithm is 
used to hash the contents of the firmware-module image 301, 
excluding the prepended authentication header 308, and the 
resulting message digest is encrypted with a private encryp 
tion key “PK2,310 corresponding to the public encryption 
key “PK2'303. The hashing and encryption operations are 
shown in FIG.3 as step 312. The hashing and encryption of 
the firmware-module image 312 produces a digital Signature 
which is appended to the firmware-module image as a 
verification footer 314. 

0.036 The completed authenticatable and verifiable firm 
ware module thus comprises an authentication header 308 
including a hashed and encrypted public key “PK2 and 
clear-text version of the public key “PK2, the firmware 
module 301 including an ISLGUID block 302, and a veri 
fication footer that includes a digital signature 314. Note that 
both the authentication header 308 and verification footer 
314 may be alternatively included within the firmware 
module at Specific, commonly known locations, may be both 
prepended or appended to the firmware module, or may be 
packaged as discrete entities along with the firmware mod 
ule. In the discussed embodiment, the authentication block 
is prepended as a header and the verification block is 
appended as a footer, as shown in FIG. 3. 
0037 FIGS. 4-7 illustrate the firmware-module-image 
authentication and Verification proceSS used by a calling 
module to authenticate and Verify a firmware module pre 
pared as described with reference to FIG. 3. The accessed 
firmware module is referred to as the “next firmware mod 
ule.” In FIG. 4, the calling firmware module 402 is shown 
abstractly incorporated within the current execution envi 
ronment of a secure computer system 404. Note that the 
calling module includes a Stored version of the calling 
module’s public encryption key “PK1'406. 
0038 FIG. 5 illustrates the first step of the authentication 
process that represents a portion of one embodiment of the 
present invention. In FIG. 5, the calling module 402 
accesses the ISLGUID block 302 of the next firmware 
module. The calling module 402 accesses the ISLGUID 
block in order to first check the GUID included in the 
ISLGUID to make Sure that the next firmware module is 
intended for the machine on which it has been loaded, and 
to then determine the sizes and locations of the relevant 
portions of the next firmware module, including the authen 
tication header 308, the firmware-module image 301, and 
the verification footer 314. 

0039. As shown in FIG. 6, the calling module 402 next 
accesses the authentication header, extracting from the 
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authentication header the hashed, encrypted public encryp 
tion key “PK2* associated with the next firmware module 
306. The calling module 402 then employs its public key 
“PK1'406 to decrypt the encrypted, hashed public key 
“PK2*” to produce a hashed public key “PK2'602. Then, 
the calling module 402 extracts the clear-text public encryp 
tion key “PK2” from the authentication header 308 and 
hashes the clear-text public encryption key “PK2'604, and 
then compares 606 the extracted hashed PK2 with the 
decrypted, hashed PK2, 602 in order to determine whether 
or not the next firmware module is an authentic firmware 
module. If the decrypted, hashed PK2, 602 is identical to the 
extracted hashed PK2, 604, then the next firmware module 
is an authentic firmware module produced by the firmware 
module vendor after receiving the hashed, encrypted public 
encryption key “PK2*” from the vendor of the calling 
module 402. After the next firmware module is authenti 
cated, the Verification portion of the authentication and 
Verification proceSS ensues, described below with respect to 
FIG. 7. Otherwise, as indicated by the negative arrow 608 
in FIG. 6, the authentication portion of the authentication 
and Verification process fails, and the calling module 402 
may take appropriate action. The calling module 402 may, 
for example, display an authentication failure message to a 
console and terminate the bootstrap process. 
0040. The verification portion of the authentication and 
Verification process that represents one embodiment of the 
present invention is illustrated in FIG. 7. In the verification 
portion of the process, the calling module hashes the firm 
ware-module image 301, including the ISLGUID block 302, 
and then compares 707 the hashed firmware-module image 
706 with a hashed firmware-module image 708 obtained by 
extracting the digital Signature Stored in the Verification 
footer 314 appended to the firmware module and decrypting 
709 the digital signature with the module-specific public 
encryption key “PK2.” If the extracted and decrypted 
digital Signature is equal to the digital Signature 706 pro 
duced in the hashing step 702, then the next firmware 
module image has been both authenticated and Verified, as 
indicated by the positive arrow 710 in FIG. 7. Otherwise as 
indicated by the negative arrow 712 in FIG. 7, the verifi 
cation Step has failed. Again, the calling module can take 
appropriate StepS upon failure and Success. 
0041. The authentication portion of the authentication 
and Verification process thus authenticates a next firmware 
module as having been produced by the expected vendor. No 
other vendor or malicious firmware producer can include the 
hashed and encrypted public key “PK2*” into the authen 
tication header 308. The verification portion of the authen 
tication and Verification process ensures that the firmware 
module image produced by the authenticated firmware 
vendor has not been altered or corrupted Since being pro 
duced by the firmware-module vendor. By undertaking the 
authentication and verification process illustrated in FIGS. 
4-7, the calling module can confidently access, execute, 
and/or incorporate the next firmware-module image within 
the Secure-system execution environment without compro 
mising the Security of the Secure System. 
0042 Although the present invention has been described 
in terms of a particular embodiment, it is not intended that 
the invention be limited to this embodiment. Modifications 
within the spirit of the invention will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art. For example, as discussed above, a next 
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firmware-module image may include the ISLGUID block, 
authentication block, and Verification block in various dif 
ferent locations within the authenticatable and verifiable 
firmware-module image. While the technique of one 
embodiment of the present invention has been described 
with respect to a Secure-boot procedure that Sequentially 
accesses, executes, and/or incorporates firmware modules 
into a Secure System, the same technique can be applied to 
Software modules and to other instruction-containing enti 
ties. Specific cryptographic methodologies are used in the 
disclosed embodiment, but many comparable and equally 
effective cryptographic methodologies may alternatively be 
employed. For example, various different Secure hash algo 
rithms are available, and it may be possible to employ 
another method to produce a Small, easily encrypted portion 
of a next image. 
0043. The foregoing description, for purposes of expla 
nation, used specific nomenclature to provide a thorough 
understanding of the invention. However, it will be apparent 
to one skilled in the art that the Specific details are not 
required in order to practice the invention. The foregoing 
descriptions of Specific embodiments of the present inven 
tion are presented for purpose of illustration and description. 
They are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the 
invention to the precise forms disclosed. Obviously many 
modifications and variations are possible in View of the 
above teachings. The embodiments are shown and described 
in order to best explain the principles of the invention and its 
practical applications, to thereby enable others skilled in the 
art to best utilize the invention and various embodiments 
with various modifications as are Suited to the particular use 
contemplated. It is intended that the Scope of the invention 
be defined by the following claims and their equivalents: 

1. A method for preparing an authenticable and Verifiable 
image of a module, the method comprising: 

receiving a module image; 
adding to the module image a size and location block, 
adding to the module image an authentication block 

including a cryptographically protected module-Spe 
cific public key and a clear-text version of the module 
Specific public key to produce an authenticable image; 
and 

adding to the authenticable image a verification block that 
includes a digital Signature prepared from the module 
image. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein adding to the module 
image a size and location block further includes: 

adding, in a Specific location, a header that includes an 
image size, location, and globally unique identifier 
describes a size and location of the firmware image 
within a flash memory or other non-volatile memory 
and that identifies a class of machines for which the 
firmware module has been created. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein adding to the module 
image an authentication block including a cryptographically 
protected module-Specific public key and a clear-text ver 
Sion of the module-Specific public key to produce an authen 
ticable image further includes: 

adding to the module image an authentication block 
including an encrypted, hashed module-Specific public 
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key and a clear-text version of the module-Specific 
public key to produce an authenticable image. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein adding to the authen 
ticable image a verification block that includes a digital 
Signature prepared from the module image further includes: 

adding to the authenticable image a verification block that 
includes a digital Signature prepared by hashing the 
module image and encrypting the hashed module image 
with a module-Specific private key. 

5. Computer instructions that together compose a program 
that carries out the method of method of claim 1 stored in 
computer readable medium. 

6. A method for authenticating and Verifying an authen 
ticable and Verifiable module, the method comprising: 

extracting, from the authenticable and Verifiable module, 
a module-Specific public key and cryptographically 
protected data related to the module-Specific public 
key; 

comparing the cryptographically protected data with the 
module-Specific public key to authenticate the authen 
ticable and verifiable module; 

comparing a value calculated from an image, including a 
Size and location block, included within the authenti 
cable and verifiable module a value extracted from a 
digital Signature contained in a verification block 
within the authenticable and verifiable image to verify 
the authenticable and verifiable module. 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein extracting, from the 
authenticable and Verifiable module, a module-specific pub 
lic key and cryptographically protected data related to the 
module-Specific public key further includes: 

extracting, from an authentication block at a known 
location within the authenticable and Verifiable image, 
an encrypted, hashed module-Specific public key and a 
clear-text version of the module-specific public key. 

8. The method of claim 7 wherein comparing the cryp 
tographically protected data with the module-Specific public 
key to authenticate the authenticable and Verifiable image 
further includes: 

hashing the clear-text version of the module-Specific 
public key to produce a newly hashed module-Specific 
public key; 

decrypting the encrypted, hashed module-Specific public 
key using a first private encryption key; and 

comparing the decrypted, hashed module-Specific public 
key with the newly hashed module-Specific public key. 

9. The method of claim 8 wherein, when the decrypted, 
hashed module-Specific public key is identical to the newly 
hashed module-Specific public key, the authenticable and 
Verifiable image is determined to be authenticated. 

10. The method of claim 6 wherein comparing a value 
calculated from an executable image, including a size and 
location block, included within the authenticable and veri 
fiable image a value extracted from a digital Signature 
contained in a verification block within the authenticable 
and verifiable image to verify the authenticable and verifi 
able image further includes: 

hashing an executable image, including a size and loca 
tion block, included within the authenticable and veri 
fiable image to produce a newly hashed image; 
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extracting a digital Signature from a verification block 
within the authenticable and verifiable image, and 
decrypting the digital Signature using the module 
Specific public key to produce an extracted hashed 
image, 

comparing the extracted hashed image to the newly 
hashed image. 

11. The method of claim 10 wherein, when the extracted 
hashed image is identical to the newly hashed image, the 
authenticable and Verifiable image is determined to be 
verified. 

12. The method of claim 6 employed during Secure 
access, execution, and/or incorporation of the authenticable 
and Verifiable image into a Secure-computer processing 
environment, wherein, when the authenticable and verifiable 
image is authenticated and verified by the method of claim 
6, the authenticable and Verifiable image is accessed, 
executed, and/or incorporated, and when the authenticable 
and verifiable image is not authenticated or not verified, the 
authenticable and Verifiable image is not executed and/or 
incorporated. 

13. The method of claim 12 employed in the secure 
booting of a Secure computer System, wherein, when an 
authenticable and Verifiable image is not executed and/or 
incorporated, the Secure boot fails. 

14. Computer instructions that together compose a pro 
gram that carries out the method of method of claim 6 Stored 
in computer readable medium. 

15. An authenticable and verifiable image of an module 
Stored in a computer-readable medium comprising: 

a module image, including a size, location, and globally 
unique-identifier block; 
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an authentication block, and 

a verification block. 

16. An authenticable and verifiable image of an module of 
claim 15 wherein the authentication block contains an 
encrypted, hashed module-Specific public key and a clear 
text version of the module-specific public key to produce an 
authenticable image. 

17. An authenticable and verifiable image of an module of 
claim 15 wherein the verification block that includes a 
digital Signature prepared by hashing the module image and 
encrypting the hashed module image with a module-specific 
private key. 

18. A method for preparing an authenticable and verifiable 
image of a module, the method comprising: 

a module-image receiving Step; 

a size-and-location-data adding Step that adds size-and 
location data to the received module image; 

an authentication-adding Step that adds, to the module 
image, authentication information including a crypto 
graphically protected module-Specific public key and a 
clear-text version of the module-Specific public key; 
and 

a verification-block-adding Step that adds a digital Signa 
ture prepared from the module image to the module 
image. 


